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E-mail address: wharris@uj.ac.zaPascal’s ring is a hexagon each of whose corners represents one of the six cardinal points of an optical
system and whose sides represent relationships of relative axial position of the cardinal points. Changes
to the ring represent the axial displacements of the cardinal points of the visual optical system of an eye
that are caused when a spectacle lens compensates for the ametropia. Pascal’s schema was described
some 70 years ago with little theoretical justiﬁcation. The purpose of this paper is to derive expressions
for the axial locations of the cardinal points of a compound system consisting of an optical instrument
and a visual optical system and for the shift caused by the instrument, and to provide theoretical justi-
ﬁcation for Pascal’s schema. The cardinal points are treated not as separate entities but in a uniﬁed man-
ner as special cases of an inﬁnite class of special points. Expressions are derived using Gaussian optics.
The results are specialized for the case of the eye’s ametropia compensated by optical instruments in gen-
eral and by spectacle lenses in particular. Pascal’s schema is shown to be broadly correct although some
modiﬁcation is necessary for the effects on the incident cardinal points especially for the myopic eye.
 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The fundamental relevance of cardinal points to clinical practice
in vision was recognized long ago by Maxwell (1877): as he put it,
‘. . . Helmholtz, Donders, and Listing, by the application to the eye
of Gauss’s theory of the cardinal points of an instrument, have
made it possible to acquire a competent knowledge of the optical
effects of the eye by a few direct observations.’ Nevertheless cardi-
nal points have not really been given their due. A case in point is
Pascal’s ‘benzene ring’; we shall refer to it simply as Pascal’s ring.
The ring is a graphical device developed some 70 years ago for rep-
resenting the relative locations of the cardinal points in the visual
optical system of an eye and the effects on them of refractive com-
pensation and accommodation (Pascal, 1939, 1945, 1947, 1950a,
1950b). Each of its six corners represents one of the six cardinal
points. Pascal, however, provided little optical justiﬁcation. Despite
its potential usefulness the ring has been all but forgotten. The only
recent references to it that the author has been able to ﬁnd are in
the dictionary by Hofstetter, Grifﬁn, Berman, and Everson (2000,
pp. 49, 376, 452).
In the light of growing interest in cardinal points generally (e.g.
Harris, 2010a, 2010b, 2010d, 2010e; Hillis & Banks, 2001; Péres,
Bao, Flores-Arias, Rama, & Gómez-Reino, 2005; Thibos, Bradley,
Still, Zhang, & Howarth, 1990; Westheimer, 2006), and in their
application in clinical practice in particular (e.g. Atchison & Smith,
2000; Brown, 2004; Dick & Tehrani, 2004; Langenbucher, Huber,
Nguyen, Seitz, & Küchle, 2003), it would seem appropriate toll rights reserved.revisit Pascal’s ring. Accordingly the purpose of this paper is to
draw attention to the ring, to provide a quantitative justiﬁcation,
and to derive expressions for the effect of optical instruments,
including spectacle and contact lenses, and refractive surgery on
the positions of the cardinal points.
We shall follow common practice in making use of Gaussian op-
tics and in supposing that all refracting elements are invariant un-
der rotation about a common longitudinal axis, the optical axis. In
particular we shall use the matrix approach to Gaussian optics on
which there are several good texts (Blaker, 1971; Brouwer, 1964;
Ditteon, 1998; Gerrard & Burch, 1975; Guillemin & Sternberg,
1984; Lipson, Lipson, & Tannhauser, 1995; O’Neill, 1963; Sharma,
2006; Torre, 2005; Walther, 1995).
2. Pascal’s ring
We brieﬂy review here Pascal’s ring.
Pascal’s ring is reproduced in Fig. 1a. The labels F0, F1, P0, P1, N0,
and N1 at the corners of the hexagon represent the six cardinal
points, the focal (F), principal (P) and nodal (N) points, of the visual
optical system of an unaided eye. Subscripts 0 and 1 represent
what are sometimes called the ﬁrst and second cardinal points
respectively. It appears that Pascal was not entirely happy with
the terminology: in his later papers (Pascal, 1950a, 1950b) he
repeatedly enclosed ﬁrst and second in quotation marks while in
his earlier ones (Pascal, 1939, 1947) he does not distinguish them
by name at all. Because ﬁrst and second do not always reﬂect the
actual axial order of the points along the optical axis it seems pref-





























Fig. 1. Pascal’s ring representing the cardinal points of (a) the visual optical system
S and the effect of refractive compensation on the locations of the cardinal points of
(b) a hyperopic and (c) a myopic eye. The compensated visual optical system is SC. It
consists of a spectacle lens placed so that its emergent principal point coincides
with the incident focal point of S. F, P, and N represent focal, principal, and nodal
points respectively; subscripts 0 and 1 represent incident and emergent points
respectively. Parallel line segments in (a) imply equal distances between particular
cardinal points (Eqs. (1)–(4)). The arrows represent the axial shifts of particular
cardinal points caused by the compensating lens. Redrawn from Figs. 1 to 3 of
Pascal’s paper (1950b).
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This frees up the terms ﬁrst and second as qualiﬁers for the two
lines (e.g. the focal lines in the well-known interval of Sturm) that
usually replace each point in the presence of astigmatism. Incident
cardinal points (subscript 0) are associated with segments of rays
incident onto the optical system and emergent cardinal points
(subscript 1) with segments emergent from the system.
We distinguish between the eye and its visual optical system,
that is, the optical system involved in vision. (There are many other
optical systems one can usefully deﬁne for an eye: Harris, 2010c.)
Fig. 2 shows an arbitrary dioptric system S which may be a visual
optical system. Z is the optical axis; it deﬁnes the general direction
of the light through the system. It also deﬁnes the positive sense








Fig. 2. An arbitrary optical system S with optical axis Z and entrance and exit planes
T0 and T1. The indices before and after the system are n0 and n1 respectively. The
length of S is z. Incident special point Q0 has position zQ0 relative to T0 and emergent
special point Q1 has position zQ1 relative to T1. Q may represent a focal (F), principal
(P), nodal (N) or other special point.plane T0 and the exit plane T1. In the case of the visual optical sys-
tem T0 is immediately in front of the ﬁrst surface of the tear ﬁlm on
the cornea and T1 is immediately in front of the retina. We empha-
size that the cornea and tear ﬁlm are inside and the retina outside
the visual optical system. All the cardinal points lie on Z. Q0 and Q1
represent a conjugate pair of cardinal points.
2.1. Equalities in the ring
The key relationship expressed by Pascal’s ring is that
‘[d]istances represented by opposite parallel lines are equal’ (Pas-
cal, 1950a, 1950b). Symbolically Pascal (1939, 1950a, 1950b)
writes
P0F0 ¼ N1F1; ð1Þ
for example, which represents the assertion that the distance along
the optical axis between P0 and F0 (the incident principal focal
length) is the same as the distance between N1 and F1. (Pascal used
subscripts 1 and 2 instead of the 0 and 1 used here.)
In addition to Eq. (1) the ring implies three other equalities
P0P1 ¼ N0N1; ð2Þ
that is, the distance between the principal points is the same as the
distance between the nodal points;
N0F0 ¼ P1F1; ð3Þ
(the emergent principal focal length); and
P0N0 ¼ P1N1; ð4Þ
which Pascal (1950b) describes as the ‘equivalent radius of the sys-
tem, that is the radius of the single refracting surface which can re-
place the system’. (The single refracting surface is the refracting
element of the so-called reduced eye.)
2.2. The effects of refractive compensation on the ring
Suppose that the eye in Fig. 1a has its ametropia compensated
by means of a spectacle lens. It is important to note that Pascal’s
(1950a, 1950b) diagrams assume that the spectacle lens is placed
‘so that its second principal point is at the anterior principal focus
[F0] of the eye’. (F0 is typically some 15 mm in front of the cornea;
e.g. Atchison & Smith, 2000, p. 257.) The optical system of interest
now is the compensated visual optical system SC with entrance
plane TC0 immediately in front of the spectacle lens and exit plane
TC1. Of course TC1 = T1. The cardinal points of the compensated vi-





1, etc.) Suitably adapted Eqs. (1)–(4) hold for SC as well.
If the eye is hyperopic Pascal (1950b) asserts that the changes in
positions along the optical axis of the cardinal points are as repre-
sented in Fig. 1b; the cardinal points all shift forward (in the neg-
ative sense along Z or to the left in Fig. 1b). Furthermore the
incident cardinal points all shift by the same amount. The emer-
gent cardinal points also shift forward by a common amount. Pas-
cal (1950b) asserts that the forward shift of the emergent points is
‘ordinarily’ greater than that of the incident points.
The effects of refractive compensation of a myopic eye are rep-
resented in Fig. 1c. As with the hyperopic eye the incident points
all shift forward by the same amount. The emergent points, how-
ever, shift backward, all by the same amount, and the magnitude
of the shift is greater than that of the shift of the incident points.
Of course the emergent focal point moves onto the retina and
the emergent nodal point moves closer to the retina. Pascal men-
tions (1950b) that the latter accounts for the smaller retinal image
associated with compensated myopia.
Pascal (1939, 1947, 1950a, 1950b) describes these and other
relationships and effects as if they are well known. Some are, but
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in ﬁnding justiﬁcation.3. Locations of the cardinal and other special points in an
optical system
Consider a dioptric system S with optical axis Z, entrance plane
T0, and exit plane T1 (Fig. 2). The distance from T0 to T1 along Z is z.
The medium immediately before T0 has index n0 and the medium
immediately after T1 has index n1. The optical character of S is rep-
resented by the 2  2 matrix





AD BC ¼ 1: ð6Þ
A, B, C and D are the Gaussian constants of system S; together they
completely deﬁne the ﬁrst-order optical character of S relative to
its entrance and exit planes (Torre, 2005, p. 60). We call A, B, C,
and D the dilation, disjugacy, divergence, and divarication, respec-
tively, of the system (Harris, 1997, 2010a; 2010b; 2010c). Because
of Eq. (6) S is said to be symplectic. (In Gaussian optics S is 2  2
and symplecticity means simply that S has unit determinant; in lin-
ear optics, with which allowance for astigmatism can be made, S is
4  4 and symplecticity has a much more profound signiﬁcance. For
a general treatment of Gaussian and linear optics, their relation to
other models of optics, and the concept of symplecticity see Guille-
min and Sternberg (1984)).
We refer to S as the transference (Harris, 1997) of system S.
Other names include ray-transfer matrix (Gerrard & Burch, 1975,
p. 35), ABCD matrix (Torre, 2005, p. 40), system matrix (Keating,
2002; Walther, 1995, pp. 90, 325–344) and the signs and arrange-
ment of entries in the matrix differ from author to author.
By deﬁnition (Harris, 1997) the dioptric power of system S is
F ¼ C: ð7Þ
It is convenient to work in terms of divergence C rather than power
(a convergence) F. We do so below. Of course, wherever desired, one
can replace C by F.
For a focal systems C = 0; we shall not consider them in this pa-
per. In other words C– 0.
Expressions in terms of the Gaussian constants for the axial
positions of the six cardinal points of a system are derived in sev-
eral texts (e.g. Gerrard & Burch, 1975, p. 57; Torre, 2005, pp. 47 et
seq.; Walther, 1995, p. 96). They are listed in the last column of Ta-
ble 1. The locations of the incident cardinal points are relative to
the entrance plane T0 and the locations of the emergent cardinal
points are relative to the exit plane T1. It is important to stress that
the incident P0 and emergent P1 principal points are conjugate
points across the system, and so are the nodal points, N0 and N1.Table 1
Axial positions zQ0 and zQ1 and characteristic X of the incident and emergent cardinal
points Q0 and Q1 relative to the entrance T0 and exit T1 planes of an optical system S.
Cardinal point Symbol Characteristic X Axial position
Incident Focal F0 0 zF0 = n0D/C
Principal P0 1 zP0 = n0(D  1)/C
Nodal N0 n1/n0 zN0 = (n0D  n1)/C
– 1 1
Emergent – 0 1
Principal P1 1 zP1 = n1(A  1)/C
Nodal N1 n1/n0 zN1 = (n1A  n0)/C
Focal F1 1 zF1 = n1A/CThe focal points, F0 and F1, however, are not conjugate; points con-
jugate to them are at inﬁnity.
Instead of three separate equations we can write the single
equation
zQ0 ¼ n0ðD XÞ=C ð8Þ
for the locations of incident cardinal points Q0 where X takes on the
values listed Table 1. Q stands for F, P, or N. zQ0 is measured from T0.
Similarly we can unify the equations for the locations of the emer-
gent cardinal points into the equation
zQ1 ¼ n1ðA 1=XÞ=C ð9Þ
where zQ1 is measured from T1. In particular for principal points
X = 1 and for nodal points X = n1/n0. For an incident focal point
X = 0 and for an emergent focal point X =1. More formally for an
emergent focal point 1/X = 0. That X is different for incident and
emergent focal points is a reﬂection of the fact that they are not
conjugate.
We now allow X to take on any value on the real number line,
including 1. This deﬁnes an inﬁnite set of incident special points
Q0 and an inﬁnite set of emergent special points Q1. We call X
the characteristic of the particular pair of special points. The inci-
dent and emergent cardinal points are subsets of the inﬁnite sets.
With the exception of focal points the incident and emergent spe-
cial points Q0 and Q1 deﬁned by a particular X are conjugate. Thus,
for any given system, Eqs. (8) and (9) give the axial locations of the
special points of characteristic X. (We are doing here in Gaussian
optics what was done before in linear optics: Harris, 2010b.) X is
the multiplying factor in the equation Xa0 = a1, where a0 and a1
are the reduced inclinations of a ray at incidence onto and emer-
gence from the system (Harris, 2010b, 2011). (Reduced inclinations
are inclinations multiplied by the local index of refraction.)
The following follow directly from Eqs. (8) and (9) with substi-
tution of the appropriate values for X:
zF0  zP0 ¼ zN1  zF1 ¼ n0=C; ð10Þ
which we call the incident focal length of S,
zN0  zF0 ¼ zF1  zP1 ¼ n1=C; ð11Þ
the emergent focal length, and
zN0  zP0 ¼ zN1  zP1 ¼ ðn1  n0Þ=C: ð12Þ
The distance from incident special point Q0 to its conjugate
emergent special point Q1 is
DzQ ¼ zQ1  zQ0 ¼ ðn0ðD XÞ þ n1ðA 1=XÞÞ=C; ð13Þ
from which one ﬁnds that
DzP ¼ DzN ¼ ðn0ðD 1Þ þ n1ðA 1ÞÞ=C ð14Þ
in particular.
3.1. Equalities in the ring
The equations above formally prove the validity of Pascal’s ring
as represented in Fig. 1a: Eqs. (1)–(4) are proved by Eqs. (10), (14),
(11), and (12) respectively. This is true, however, provided dis-
tances are interpreted as unsigned, that is, provided P0F0 and
F0P0, for example, are interpreted as having the same meaning.
On the other hand if we interpret distances as signed distances
then Eqs. (10) and (11) show that we need to modify Eqs. (1) and
(3) to
F0P0 ¼ N1F1 ð15Þ
and






Fig. 3. Pascal’s ring modiﬁed so that the sides become directed line segments or
vectors. Equal vectors imply equal signed distances between cardinal points.
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segments or vectors, as illustrated in Fig. 3, rather than magnitudes
as in Pascal’s representation. Alternatively one can modify Pascal’s
(1950b) statement to ‘signed distances represented by opposite par-
allel lines with the same sense are equal’. (For example we interpret
F0P0 in Fig. 1a as having the sense up and to the right and P0F0 as
down and to the left.) With this interpretation the ring becomes a
little more meaningful than as originally presented.4. Effect of an optical instrument in front of the eye
We deﬁne a number of systems arranged as shown in Fig. 4. S is
the visual optical system of an eye. Entrance plane T0 is immedi-
ately anterior to the ﬁrst surface of the tear layer on the cornea
and exit plane T1 is immediately anterior to the retina. Anterior
to the eye is an optical device SD in a medium of index n0. Usually
n0 = 1 but we retain the symbol in the interests of generality. Be-
tween SD and the eye is a homogeneous gap SG. SE is the compound
system consisting of SD and SG, and SC is the compound system
consisting of SE and S. We distinguish the properties of the systems
by means of appropriate subscripts, the visual optical system hav-






In terms of the properties of systems S and SE
SC ¼ SSE; ð18Þ
that is,
SC ¼
AAE þ BCE ABE þ BDE
CAE þ DCE CBE þ DDE
 
: ð19Þ
Here and below we make use of the fact that the transference of a
compound system is the product of the transferences of the compo-
nent systems in reverse order (e. g. Gerrard & Burch, 1975, p. 37;
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Fig. 4. S is the visual optical system of an eye; SD is an optical device; SG is a
homogeneous gap between SD and the eye; SE is the combination of SD and SG; and
SC is the combination of SE and S. Q0 and Q1 are incident and emergent special
points of S and QC0 and QC1 are the corresponding special points of SC. Placing SD in
front of the eye causes Q0 to be displaced by DzQC0 and Q1 to be displaced by DzQC1.Homogeneous gap SG has transference (e. g. Gerrard & Burch,







fG ¼ zG=n0 ð21Þ
is the reduced width. Hence
SE ¼ SGSD ¼




From Eqs. (8) and (9) we obtain the locations of the special
points in compound system SC:
zQC0 ¼ n0ðDC  XÞ=CC ð23Þ
and
zQC1 ¼ n1ðAC  1=XÞ=CC ð24Þ
which are relative to the entrance TD0 and exit T1 planes, respec-
tively, of SC. Relative to T0 the locations of the incident special
points are
zQC00 ¼ n0ðDC  XÞ=CC  zD  zG: ð25Þ
It follows that placing device SD in front of the eye shifts the inci-
dent Q0 and emergent Q1 special points by
DzQD0 ¼ zQC00  zQ0 ¼ n0 CC  CCCC X þ n0
CDC  DCC
CCC
 zD  zG ð26Þ
and
DzQD1 ¼ zQC1  zQ1 ¼ n1 CC  CCCC
1
X
þ n1 ACC  CACCCC ; ð27Þ
respectively.
Given the structures of the systems we can now use Eqs. (26)
and (27) to calculate the shift of the special points of visual optical
system S resulting from placing instrument SD in front of the eye.
AC, CC, and DC are given in terms of the properties of SE and S by
Eq. (19) and the properties of SE are given in terms of the properties
of SD and SG by Eq. (22).
We note from Eqs. (26) and (27) that the shift of incident special
point Q0 is an afﬁne function of the characteristic X and the shift of
emergent special point Q1 is an afﬁne function of 1/X.
4.1. Effect of refractive compensation
Property A (the dilation) of the visual optical system is a direct
measure of the ametropia of the eye. The eye ismyopic, emmetropic
or hyperopic according as A is negative, zero or positive (Harris,
1999).
Suppose instrument SD compensates for the refractive error.
Then compound system SC is emmetropic as it were. It follows
that
AC ¼ AAE þ BCE ¼ 0: ð28Þ
Furthermore, because of symplecticity (Eq. (6)),
BCCC ¼ 1: ð29Þ
Eq. (26) does not simplify; the constant term in Eq. (27) simpliﬁes to
A/C.
4.2. Systems that cause uniform displacement of the special points
From Eqs. (26) and (27) we note that the shifts are independent
of X if and only if
CC ¼ C: ð30Þ
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the same shift
DzQD0 ¼ n0 DC  DC  zD  zG; ð31Þ
and all the emergent special points the same shift
DzQD1 ¼ n1 A ACC : ð32Þ
The shift of the incident special points is uniform and the same is
true of the shift of the emergent special points. In the interests of
brevity we shall say the special points undergo uniform displace-
ment. (Strictly this is not correct because the shift of the incident
points differs from the shift of the emergent points.) When Eq.
(30) is not satisﬁed we say that the shifts are nonuniform.
Below we prove the following assertion: uniform shift of the
special points occurs when the emergent principal point of system
SD, that is PD1, coincides with the incident focal point F0 of the vi-
sual optical system S.
When PD1 and F0 coincide
zG ¼ zPD1  zF0: ð33Þ
Substituting from Eqs. (8) and (9) with appropriate values for the
characteristics X we obtain
fG ¼ 
CðAD  1Þ þ DCD
CCD
: ð34Þ
Hence, from Eqs. (22) and (34) and making use of the symplecticity
of SD, we ﬁnd that
SE ¼ 1CCD




Then Eq. (19) gives
SC ¼
ðAC  CDÞ=C 
C CðDD  1Þ=CD
 
ð36Þ
where the top-right entry is not needed below. The bottom-left en-
try shows that Eq. (30) is satisﬁed which proves the assertion.
Because of Eqs. (34) and (36), Eqs. (31) and (32) become
DzQD0 ¼ n0 DD þ AD  2CD  zD ð37Þ
and
DzQD1 ¼ n1 CD
C2
: ð38Þ4.3. Compensation and uniform displacement
If system SD causes uniform displacement of the special points
of the visual optical system S, and compensates for the ametropia
of the eye, then, from Eq. (36),
AC ¼ ðAC  CDÞ=C ¼ 0; ð39Þ
that is,
CD ¼ AC: ð40Þ
Hence the shifts (Eqs. (37) and (38)) become
DzQD0 ¼ n0 DD þ AD  2AC  zD ð41Þ
and
DzQD1 ¼ n1 AC ð42Þ
the latter being –zF1 as it must be.Making the reasonable assumption that all eyes have positive
power, that is, F > 0, we see from Eq. (42) that the emergent spe-
cial points undergo a uniform negative shift in the case of a
hyperopic eye (A > 0) and a uniform positive shift in the case
of a myopic eye (A < 0). Furthermore the shift is the same for
all optical instruments in front of the eye. On the other hand
Eq. (41) shows that the behavior of the incident special points
is more complicated; in order to examine the nature of the shift
one needs to specify the nature of the instrument SD that is in
front of the eye.
4.3.1. Spectacle lens
Suppose optical device SD is a spectacle lens. The divergences of
its ﬁrst and second surfaces are CD1 and CD2 and its thickness and
index are tD and nD respectively where we assume tDP 0. Then











¼ 1þ sDCD1 





DzQD0 ¼ n0ðCD2 þ CD1ÞnDAC  1
 
tD: ð44Þ
But because of Eqs. (43) and (40)
CD1 þ CD2 ¼ AC  CD2sDCD1 ð45Þ
and, hence,
DzQD0 ¼ ðnD  n0 þ n0CD2sDCD1AC ÞsD: ð46Þ
Solving Eq. (45) to give
CD2 ¼ AC  CD11þ sDCD1 ð47Þ
and substituting we obtain
DzQD0 ¼  nD  n0 þ n0ðAC  CD1ÞsDCD1ACð1þ sDCD1Þ
 
sD: ð48Þ
We assume that, as usual, nD  n0 > 0 and that the lens has
meniscus form. Then CD2CD1 < 0 and under the assumption F > 0, al-
ready made above, CD2CD1/C > 0. It follows that b, the quantity in
parentheses in Eq. (46), is positive for a hyperopic eye. Hence Eq.
(46) shows that, for a hyperopic eye, the shift DzQD0 of the incident
special points is negative.
What happens in the case of the myopic eye is less clear.
n0CD2sDCD1/(AC) is negative. Hence b may be positive or negative.
It is positive and a maximum equal to nD  n0 for sD = 0. As sD in-
creases b decreases becoming zero at sD = sD0 and then negative for
sD > sD0. Setting b = 0 and solving one ﬁnds that
sD0 ¼  nD  n0ðnD  n0CD1=ðACÞÞCD1 : ð49Þ
It follows that the shift DzQD0 is zero for sD = 0 and sD = sD0, nega-
tive for 0 < sD < sD0, and positive for sD > sD0. However substitution
of realistic values shows that sD is unlikely to exceed sD0 in practice,
so we are left with the conclusion that for the myopic eye compen-
sated with a meniscus lens, the shift of the incident special points is
zero if the spectacle lens is thin and negative otherwise.
4.3.2. Pascal’s schema for the effect of a compensating spectacle lens
Pascal’s schema is correct for the emergent cardinal points, that
is, for the right-hand portions of Fig. 1b and c. In fact it is not lim-
ited to spectacle lenses but holds for any optical device which
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principal point coincident with the incident focal point of the vi-
sual optical system. The situation is more complicated, however,
for the incident cardinal points. What happens depends on the nat-
ure of the compensating device. It is possible for the incident car-
dinal points to be shifted negatively in agreement with Pascal’s
schema (left-hand portions of Fig. 1b and c). It is also possible for
the shift to be zero or positive although positive shifts are unlikely
in usual situations. Eq. (48) shows that a thin spectacle lens has no
effect on the positions of the incident cardinal points. A thick spec-
tacle lens of meniscus form causes a negative shift of the incident
cardinal points in the case of a hyperopic eye.
4.4. Thin contact lens and refractive surgery
If the instrument in front of the eye is a thin contact lens of
power FE then Eq. (19) becomes
SC ¼
Aþ BCE B
C þ DCE D
 
: ð50Þ
(Strictly FE is the power of the combination of contact and tear lens.)
Eqs. (26) and (27) become
DzQD0 ¼ n0 DCECðC þ DCEÞX  n0
D2CE
CðC þ DCEÞ ð51Þ
and
DzQD1 ¼ n1 DCECðC þ DCEÞ
1
X
þ n1 CECðC þ DCEÞ : ð52Þ
These equations also apply in the case of refractive surgery if we
ignore effects on the eye other than a change in the power of the
ﬁrst surface of the cornea. Then CE is the increase in power of
the ﬁrst surface.
If the contact lens or refractive surgery compensates for the
refractive error AC = 0 and, therefore, CE = A/B. Hence





DzQD1 ¼ n1 ADC
1
X
þ n1 AC : ð54Þ5. Concluding remarks
Focal, principal, and nodal points are usually treated as separate
entities. By recognizing that they are particular cases of a larger
class of special points, as we have done here, we obtain a holistic
view of cardinal points and the effects on their locations of optical
devices in front of the eye.
The relationships implied by Pascal’s ring (1939, 1947, 1950a,
1950b) are shown here to be correct for any optical system includ-
ing the visual optical system of an eye in particular. However, the
ring is more informative if the sides of the hexagon are regarded as
vectors as in Fig. 3.
Eqs. (26) and (27) give the shift of special points, including car-
dinal points, when an optical instrument is placed in front of the
eye. If the instrument compensates for the refractive error and if
Eq. (30) is satisﬁed then the shifts simplify to those given by Eqs.
(37) and (38). In that case all incident special points undergo the
same shift as do the emergent special points.
Pascal’s (1950a, 1950b) description of the effect on cardinal
points of compensation of an ametropic eye are broadly correct
but some qualiﬁcation is appropriate. His representation of the ef-
fects of compensating spectacle lenses on the emergent cardinalpoints, as represented in Fig. 1b and c, holds in fact for all optical
instruments in front of the eye. The effects on the incident cardinal
points, however, are more complicated. In most cases of practical
application what happens to the incident cardinal points is also
as represented in Fig. 1b and c but there are circumstances in
which the shift is in the opposite direction. A thin compensating
spectacle lens has no effect on the incident cardinal points.
In Pascal’s schema the compensating spectacle lenses are sit-
uated so that the emergent principal point coincides with the
incident focal point of the visual optical system of the eye. Typ-
ically lenses, and especially contact lenses, are worn closer to
the eye so that displacement of the cardinal points is not
strictly uniform.
Eqs. (51) and (52) represent the shifts of the special points
caused by thin contact lenses and by refractive surgery. If the con-
tact lens compensates for the eye’s refractive error, or the eye is
rendered emmetropic by the surgery, then the shifts reduce to
those given by Eqs. (53) and (54). A recent paper (Harris, 2011) de-
scribes a method for obtaining the locations and shifts in location
of cardinal points by graphical construction.Acknowledgments
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